1. Barbados

On the island of Barbados there is a single place that has a link to Cuba, that point is in the center of Bridgetown, which is the office of the airline BWIA. BWIA represents the airline Cubana de Aviación, it is situated between Bay Street and Probyn St., in the Sunjet House building, across the street is the ‘Car Park,’ a booth with two police, armed, engaged in continuous surveillance.

The administrative offices of BWIA are in the same building, on the second floor. Ticket sales and the advertising logotypes of “Cubana” are on the ground level.

At the Seawell airport there is a counter for La Cubana, which operates on Wednesday each week.

Weekly on Wednesdays a Cubana airliner arrives from Jamaica, it arrives at approximately 11:00 am. At 12 another airplane arrives from Trinidad, on a stopover on the way to Jamaica.

2. Colombia

The pro-Castro activities are developed exclusively in the capital Bogotá.

2.1 With regard to trips to Cuba, they are represented by Air Panama, situated in the Centro Internacional No. 69. Aereocondor, whose administrative offices are in the well-known Seguros del Valle building, 10th floor.

It is possible to travel to Cuba in combination with Aereomexico situated across from the Hotel Bogotá Hilton.

2.2 Prensa Latina:
Cuban news agency, situated at Avenida Jiménez López 4-03. Lender Building Office No. 904. (Across from the Hotel Continental) in the heart of downtown Bogotá. It has security, an armed watchman (private) right by the doors to the building.

2.3 Cuban Trade Office
Commercial representation of the Cuban government.
Situated in the Seguros del Valle building, 8th floor. The elevator opens directly to the receptionist’s desk, which is staffed by a Cuban woman.

The building in question has two armed doormen on the ground level, who ask visitors where they are going in the building.

2.4 Cuban embassy:
Situated on Carrera 92A - Norte Chicó,
a fine residential sector of Bogotá. Two-floor building, with outside gates more than 2 meters high. It has a police booth made of concrete and small windows for seeing. Its access is in vehicles by carrera 92, crossing section A, which necessarily takes one in front of the embassy, on arriving in front of the embassy it has a 45 degree angle crossing to the left to continue to the parallel 93.

2.5 Ambassador’s vehicle
The ‘76 Cadillac, lead-gray, with a black vinyl roof with diplomatic plates CD-0046.

3. Panama

3.1 Travel offices
Apart from the two offices of Cubana de Aviación there is another with links to Cubana de Aviación, which is AIR PANAMA, situated at Av. Justo Arosemena and Calle 34.

3.2 Prensa Latina
News agency, situated in the Bacena building, 6th floor, office 6B, Calle 41, across from the Executive Panama Yacht Club.

The building in question is recently-built, has 14 floors, two apartments per floor, the one occupied by Prensa Latina is to the right when exiting

At present the building has a doorman at the entrance to provide information on prices and to show the offices for sale.

The personnel of Prensa Latina work behind closed doors, it is known that they continuously stay there until the early morning hours.

3.3 Cuban embassy
Situated on Av. Cuba 41-E parallel to the offices of the Panamanian foreign ministry.

That embassy has a security system that is one-of-a-kind in Panama. This system includes a videotaping system around it, security doors, and a system for entry of the ambassador’s vehicle that consists of the arrival of the vehicle, positive verification of it by the video, the opening (first) by the ambassador’s chauffeur of the metal door (Santa María) by means of a key with three codes, once one passes the first door it locks shut, and the vehicle enters the internal patio of the embassy, where the ambassador gets in.

The other vehicles of the diplomatic representation are parked in front of the embassy, such as the red Ford Cortina pick-up CD 0211, CD0222, CD0414, CD0207, CD-0224 (vehicles observed on two work days, one also observes spaces for more than 10 official vehicles).

3.4 There is no Cuban cultural association.
3.5 The ‘76 LTD vehicle of light maroon color was detected two nights in a row CD [ILLEGIBLE] in the parking lot of the Embajador building, situated at Av. 4 Sur across from the Imperio Oriental restaurant.

The vehicle presumably spends the night in the parking lot, for in the checks that were done it was observed there at different hours of the night.

3.5.2 In addition, the vehicle CD0222 was observed two nights in a row at Calle D 28, El Cangrejo, it being presumed that a diplomatic officer lives there.

3.5.3 At the Bacena building on Calle 41 (Prensa Latina) the vehicle CD0224 was observed the same two nights.

The outside surveillance of the Cuban Embassy is inoperative since on the left-hand point it has an eatery, only at the corner (front) where the Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture operates. It has a stationary police guard 24 hours a day.

In observations made of the [ILLEGIBLE] police from the public park, they are very careless, for they walk 20 meters away from their objective, answer tourists’ questions, etc.

4. Trinidad

As regards Trinidad the pro-Castro link is reflected and represented in only two points:

1. The representation of Cubana is BWIA, situated in Sunjet House, 30 Edward St., and at the airport.

   In Trinidad the flights of the DC8 of Cubana de Aviación (CU454 and CU453) make stops on Wednesdays towards Guyana or returning from Barbados.

2. The consulate of Guyana in Trinidad, situated between Richamont Street and Park, with No. 61.

   That consulate is [ILLEGIBLE] to help, provide any type of help in problems that pro-Castro Cubans in Trinidad might have. Matters of diplomatic pouch are handled there.